MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: March 16, 2018
RE: Request for an Amendment to a PUD to Permit A New Parking Garage to be
Constructed to the South of the 1717 Deerfield Road Office Building
Subject Property
The subject property consists of the property at 1717 Deerfield Road (now known as the
Dade Behring property, and formerly the PreMark property). A three-story 141,500
square foot office building and parking lot was constructed on the property in the mid1980s. The property is zoned I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District.
The annexation agreement has expired and the property falls under the jurisdiction of
the I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industrial District.
When the building was approved in the mid 1980s, the intent of the landscape buffer on
the east side of the property was to screen the building from residential development to
the east and lessen the impact of the development. See attached 1984
Recommendation, highlighted sections. Staff observed on a February 6, 2018 site visit
that the landscape screen south of the existing berm is mainly deciduous and not
evergreens.
Proposed Plan
As office work spaces becomes more open and collaborative, square footage required
per worker has declined and office work space becomes more densified with
employees. As office spaces becomes more dense, the operational parking
requirements increase and result in a greater need and higher demand for parking for
office users. In order to achieve a more densified office work space, the petitioner is
requesting to provide additional parking for existing and future tenants of their office
building. The additional parking would give the petitioner the ability to attract new
tenants to the existing office building by providing adequate parking for the new
employees and visitors.
The petitioner’s plan proposes to reconfigure the existing south surface parking lot in
order to construct a new, three-story parking structure containing a total of 448 parking
spaces in the new structure. There are no changes proposed to the existing office
building or existing north surface parking lot. A total of 53 surface parking spaces will be
retained in the existing south parking lot. The new garage will provide a parking option
to serve the tenants of the existing office building, and will allow the petitioner to attract
new tenants. The addition of the proposed parking garage will result in a net increase of
265 parking spaces for a total parking count of 710 vehicular spaces( 209 parking
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spaces in the existing north surface parking lot + 448 in proposed parking garage + 53
parking spaces in reconfigured south surface parking lot = 710 spaces). The existing
parking spaces on the property consists of a total of 445 spaces (209 in the north lot
and 236 in the south lot).
The petitioner has submitted the proposed landscaping shown on the plan titled
“Landscape Plan” This plan shows the existing landscaped berm extending
approximately a quarter of the distance of the new parking structure and then a new 14
foot high (15 feet at its highest point) extended berm with an evergreen tree screen
consisting of 10 Norway Spruce, 10 Limber Pine, and 8 Colorado Spruce. The
remainder of the new landscaping is also shown on the landscape plan along with the
quantities and species in the plant schedule. The petitioners have also submitted a plan
titled “Proposed Screening” that is a view of the east elevation from Tennaqua Lane
with the berm extension and an initial tree height of 10 feet at the time of planting. The
combined height of the evergreens and berm will be approximately 25 feet upon
planting. The petitioners have indicated that all of the proposed evergreen trees will
grow to mature dimensions of approximately 30 to 50 feet in height and about 15 to 25
feet in width at the base. For a 10 foot tall evergreen to grow to the mature height, it
would take approximately 7 to 10 years based on a 3 foot height growth rate per year.
The evergreens are proposed to be planted at 15 feet on center with 2 rows staggered
to provide more coverage upon their installation.
The petitioners have submitted a line of sight drawing titled “Site Section”, showing
views of the landscaping and parking structure cutting through the berm and the parking
garage on a vertical plane showing the relationship between these items that may not
be apparent from a site plan drawing. This “Site Section” drawing also shows a line of
sight looking west from the first floor and the second floor of a home in the
neighborhood to the east, a distance of 182 feet from the home to the parking structure.
The first drawing on the top of the “Site Section” drawing is titled “Site Section at Line 3”
and the second drawing on the bottom of the page is titled “Site Section at Line 6 With
New Berm and Trees at Initial Height (10 Feet)”. The locations where Site Section Line
3 and Site Section Line 6 are shown with a red line on the “Civil Engineering – Grading
Plan”.
Zoning Compliance
The petitioners are seeking approval of an amendment to the existing Special Use/PUD
to allow a 3-story parking garage. Attached are the Special Use standards. The
petitioners have addressed the Special Use standards in writing in their materials.
I-1 PUD Bulk Requirements
Minimum Setbacks:
Perimeter Setbacks
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Required: The minimum yard requirements of the underlying district are applicable only
to the exterior boundaries of the PUD (in the I-1 District, the front yard setback is 100
feet, the side and rear yards require 50 feet). The perimeter setbacks of the PUD shall
be kept free of buildings, structures, and parking and shall be maintained in
landscaping.
Proposed:
Front Yard (to East): Existing office building is 134 feet from the east property line. The
proposed parking garage is 101.76 feet from the east property line.
Side Yard (to South): The office building is 369 feet from the south property line and the
proposed parking garage is setback 50 feet from the south property line.
Corner Side Yard (to North): The office building and proposed parking garage are not in
the 100-foot corner side yard setback, but surface parking is in the corner side yard
setback and past approvals allowed parking in this setback.
Rear Yard (to West): The office building is 53 feet from the west property line and the
proposed parking garage is 61.37 feet from the west property line.
Setback Between Buildings
Required: The setback between buildings and structures within the site shall take due
consideration of public safety especially with regard to fire hazards, traffic sight lines
and access for emergency equipment.
The Deerfield Bannockburn Fire Protection District has approved that proposed plans,
see attached letter.
Open Space
Required: Not less than 10 percent of the gross area of an Industrial Planned Unit
Development shall be devoted to usable open space. The Zoning Ordinance defines
usable open space as an area of land or water or combination of land and water, which
may include complementary structures and improvements within the site, excluding
space, devoted to parking, designed and intended for common use and enjoyment.
Proposed: 36%
Maximum Lot Coverage
Required: The total ground area occupied by all principal and accessory buildings shall
not exceed 40 percent of the gross surface area of the site.
Proposed: 25.2%
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Maximum Building Height
Required: The maximum building height allowed in the I-1 District is 45 feet. The
Zoning Ordinance defines height as the vertical distance as measured from the predevelopment grade for a property, to the highest point of the coping of a mansard roof
or a flat roof, to the highest point of a hipped roof, to the highest gable of a pitched roof,
to the ridge of the gable or hip roof, or to the highest point of a turret or ornamental
tower, whichever point is higher.
The petitioner’s plans indicate that the highest point of the parking structure is the top of
the stairwell/elevator structure at 36 feet. See “Garage West/East Elevation” drawing in
the petitioner’s package for the heights of the other components of the wall including the
top tier of the wall at 25’6” in height, and the top of the light poles at on the top level of
the parking deck at 40’6”.
The existing office building is 32 feet 9 ¼ inches tall. The relationship between the
height of the existing office building and the proposed height of the new parking
structure is shown on the “East Elevation Drawing from Tennaqua Lane without Berm
and Vegetation”.
Parking
Required Parking
The building was not to exceed 141,500 gross square feet according to the 1984
Annexation Agreement for the property. The Annexation Agreement required 472
parking spaces plus 94 additional spaces to be additional spaces to be available in the
front yard for future use, for a total of 566 parking spaces. This meets the Village’s
office parking requirement of one (1) parking space for each 250 square feet of gross
floor area (141,000 sf / 250 = 566 spaces). The 1984 approved site plan showed 566
total parking spaces on the property, 472 spaces (consisting of 365 standard size
spaces, 95 compact spaces, 12 handicapped spaces) and 94 future space. The
petitioner’s plans indicate that there are currently 445 parking spaces on the subject
property.
Proposed Parking
The petitioner is proposing a total parking count of 710 parking spaces which includes
209 parking spaces in the existing north surface parking lot, 448 parking spaces in
proposed parking garage, and 53 surface parking spaces in reconfigured south parking
lot where the new parking structure is proposed. The addition of the proposed parking
garage will result in a net increase of 265 parking spaces (445 existing parking spaces +
265 additional parking spaces = 710 parking spaces). The proposed new parking ratio
for the property would be (710 parking spaces / 141,500 s.f. office building x 1,000 =
5.03 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area.
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Size of Parking Stalls and Aisle Width
Required: Perpendicular parking spaces must be a minimum of 9 feet wide by 19 feet in
length. A minimum aisle width of 24 feet is also required. The Annexation Agreement
allowed 95 compact parking spaces to be 8 feet by 16 feet in size.
Proposed: All of the parking spaces in the parking garage are 8’ 6” wide by 18’ deep
with 24-foot drive aisles. The petitioner’s plans indicate the reconfigured south parking
lot will have 8’ 6’ wide by 19’ deep parking spaces and 24-foot drive aisles as shown on
the site plan. An exception will be needed for the 8’6” wide spaces and 18’ deep
spaces.
Traffic Study
The petitioner has submitted a traffic and parking study conducted by Gewalt Hamilton
and Associates, dated March 1, 2018. The traffic generation was calculated in two
ways as shown in Exhibit 5 in the Exhibits Section of the study. The first calculation
utilizes the comparison between current vehicle trips and square footage of the office
space that is actively being leased, which is 70%. This same rate was then used to
determine the number of trips that would occur if the building was 100% leased. The
second calculation uses the comparison between current vehicle trips and the
population of employees. The study took a conservative approach using a population
increase of 480 employees was to obtain 700 total employees, which would be the
estimated maximum number of employees if the building were fully leased. The study
notes that the increase in traffic estimated for the fully leased office building would have
a limited effect on the operations of the area roadway network. The key finding on page
5 of the study indicates that no geometric or operational intersection improvements are
required to accommodate the projected future traffic demands of the subject property
when fully leased.
Preliminary Engineering
The petitioners have provided their preliminary engineering plans in their submittal. The
preliminary engineering has also been provided to the Village Engineers for their review.
The preliminary engineering plans indicate an underground retention chamber under the
parking garage to handle the storm water.
Lighting/Photometric Plan
The petitioners have submitted a lighting plan for the subject property that indicates the
lighting for the parking lot. All lighting needs to approach zero at the lot lines and the
submitted photometric plan meets this requirement.
The petitioners plans have indicated that the new light poles located on the top floor of
the garage structure will be 40 feet 6 inches in height, measured from the ground. The
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light poles are on the top level of the parking garage. The will have shields to keep the
light levels at the property lines near zero.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the prefiling conference minutes.
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Commissioner Goldstone asked how often play goes past 10 P.M. Mr. Mosser replied that
leagues are 18 weeks long in the winter season and are on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays. He stated that they are usually done by 10 P.M. but do occasionally run later.
Mr. Alex added that they are trying to balance the fact that the Club is there with being a good
neighbor, and the existing Village noise ordinance is a good proxy to balance this. The noise
ordinance goes into effect at 11 P.M. and he would like Tennaqua to be required to comply with
this and not sooner. He stated that they would like to further investigate other ways to abate
sound and will continue to abide by the Village noise ordinance.
Commissioner Silva agreed that he is concerned with the sound and suggested that a 10:30
P.M. cut off time would be more appropriate.
Commissioner Bromberg stated that the petitioner brings up a good point and he may not be in
favor of enforcing a time earlier than the Village ordinance.
Mr. Ryckaert suggested continuing this matter to a future date so that the petitioners are able
provide more detail about landscaping and light fixtures. Staff can determine if Briarwood had
restricted hours of paddle play included with the Special Use approval of their paddle courts. Mr.
Ryckaert suggested that this matter be continued to the next Plan Commission meeting on
March 8 and still go before the Village Board as planned on March 19. Mr. Ryckaert
commented that a neighbor asked what would be considered substantial similar to the Master
Plan. He stated that substantial similar parameters would include the building footprint and
appearance so changes such as adding another court or making a structure bigger would not be
substantially similar to the Master Plan.
The petitioners agree to this suggestion and asked for a continuation of the Public Hearing to
March 8, 2018.
Commissioner Silva moved to continue this matter to March 8, 2018. The motion was seconded
by Commissioner Jacoby. The motion passed with the following roll call:
Ayes: Bromberg, Forrest, Goldstone, Silva, Berg (5)
Nays: None (0)
Chairman reported that this matter will be continued on March 8, 2018 and the neighbors are
welcome to attend.
(4)

Prefiling Conference: Prefiling Conference on the Request for an Amendment to a
PUD to Permit A New Parking Garage to be Constructed to the South of the 1717
Deerfield Road Office Building.

Attorney Liz Butler of DLA Piper stated that she represents the petitioner and introduced Mike
O’Malley of Hudson Advisors. She added that they are joined by consultants working on this
project with Gewalt Hamilton, Walker Consultants, WHA Architects, and the Lakota Group.
She reported that the property is located at 1717 Deerfield Road adjacent to the Tennaqua
Club. It is 9.25 acres in size and has a three-story office building with surface parking lots to the
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north and south of the building. They are proposing to add a parking structure to the site on an
existing surface lot. The site is zoned I-1 and would require an amendment to the Special Use
PUD.
Mike O’Malley stated that he is the Chicago Asset Manager with Hudson Advisors. They have
owned this property since May of 2015 and today the building is 68% leased. Two of their
current tenants are companies with about 200 employees. They are seeking to add a parking
garage due to significant pattern of changes by offices and to accommodate future occupants.
He stated that there is a trend in the office space real estate market of more employees per
square feet and they want to react to this and accommodate future tenants.
Don Matthews of Gewalt Hamilton in Vernon Hills stated that his firm serves as the traffic and
civil engineers for this project. He stated that the site as represented has two surface parking
lots to the north and the south of the main building. The new parking structure is proposed to be
in the footprint of the south parking lot. He reported that they collected a great deal of traffic data
and a final report will be given to the Village within the next week. They took traffic counts on six
nearby intersections and will estimate additional trips in and out of the site at full occupancy.
They will test traffic in both directions and identify worst case scenario trip information.
Commissioner Bromberg confirmed that the data already provided to the Commission is not the
final report. Mr. Matthews confirmed this and asked the Commissioners to review the final report
instead once received.
Mr. Matthews provided an overview of the project stating that there will be a net increase of 265
spaces anticipated with a total of over 400 new spaces in the garage. He showed images of the
south entrance of the building and the footprint of the garage in the existing parking lot footprint.
He stated that the existing parking lot had storm water management built into it and they will be
accommodating this by adding an underground vault. There will also be water and sanitary
utilities below the garage.
Mr. Matthews reviewed the grading plan stating that the structure will be at the same elevation
as the existing parking lot grade. There are accessible spaces on the first floor of the garage
and there will be gentle ADA compliant grade to accommodate this. He reported that they
submitted plans to the Village engineer and the Fire Department. They have not received
feedback from either but will be happy to make any changes requested. The project is expected
to be within all Village standards.
Gary Koch of Walker Consultants in Elgin addressed the Commission. He reported that the
structure is reusing the existing slab and will have the same basic raise. Entrance and exit to the
parking will be the same as is currently done right now. Currently there are four rows of parking
in this lot. Three rows will have the garage built above and one row will remain surface parking.
The garage will be 25 feet above grade with one level at grade and two more levels above this.
There will be a stair tower, which in one corner will raise ten feet higher and come to 31 or 32
feet above grade. In the opposite corner, there will be an elevator tower that will come to 34 or
35 feet. Mr. Koch reported that there are currently 445 parking spaces. They will be adding 448
but taking out 75. The new total will be 710 parking spaces including the surface spaces and the
new garage structure.
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Commissioner Bromberg asked where people will park during construction. Mr. Koch replied
that there may be eight to nine months of parking management required and off-site parking and
shuttles may need to be considered.
Commissioner Jacoby asked about the height of the structure. Mr. Koch reported that the
highest parking level is 25 feet high, but stairs the in the corners will be around 32 feet high and
the elevator in one corner is 35 to 36 feet high. He added that the center bay contains a ramp
that connects floors and that the structure has a horizontal facade to look like a building and will
not appear sloped.
Mr. Koch continued stating that accessible parking stalls will be relocated closer to the building
entrance and will have ADA compliant grades. The parking stalls in the garage will be 8.5 feet
deep although the Village Zoning Ordinance requires nine feet. Mr. Koch pointed out that these
spaces are intended for long-term parking and not frequent in and out and that nine-foot stalls
would make the structure 14 feet longer.
Chairman Berg asked about the length and width of the parking aisles. Mr. Koch replied that the
parking spaces will be 18 feet in length with 24 feet wide drive aisles. He added that this
matches another project they completed in Deerfield at Three Parkway North. He also reported
that there will be no changes to the existing building.
Project Architect Chris Malensek of WHA Architects addressed the Commission. He reported
that the appearance and aesthetics mirror other jobs completed in Deerfield, most recently at
Three Parkway North. Mr. Malensek reviewed the elevations stating that there will be a band
around the building hiding all sloped elements. The stair towers and elevator tower will have an
aluminum and glass front with natural light coming into the stairwells and there will be a smaller
band of windows to mirror the existing structure, as well.
Mr. Malensek commented that they understand the proximity to residential in this project and
the efforts currently in place to screen the office building to residential properties. At the edge of
the surface lot there is a lot of low underbrush screening but there is not a berm in all portions.
They propose adding a series of 10-foot pine trees to screen the parking lot and structure.
Commissioner Bromberg asked how long it will take a 10-foot tree to get 30 feet tall. Landscape
Architect Jonathan Smith of the Lakota Group replied that it could take up to 30 years for these
new trees to reach the height of the existing trees. He reported that they are not proposing to
remove the existing trees and berm and that they want to supplement. He added that a 10-foot
tree is easier to transplant, as taller trees often do not survive and are at a premium.
Mr. Smith stated that they propose to enhance what is already there. He commented that when
driving down Tennaqua Lane adjacent to the residential, you see the berm and the transition to
a forested deciduous area. They anticipate that about eight months out of the year the view of
the parking structure will be blocked with the existing landscaping and berm and the new
evergreen material.
Commissioner Silva asked about the height of the berm. Mr. Smith replied that he estimates that
the berm goes up to around 12 feet and slopes down in areas. Commissioner Silva suggested
that the petitioners add to existing berm instead of planting trees that will take 30 years to grow
tall enough to shield the view.
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Mr. Smith replied that to add to the berm they may have to remove larger trees, some of which
are 50 feet tall, which could be an issue for neighbors. He stated that they determined that the
best alternative is the proposed evergreen screening as a supplement.
Mr. Smith reported that the interior landscape plan is supplemental in nature and introduces
new trees and lower level evergreens and perennials around pedestrian walkways.
Ms. Butler reported that this concludes their presentation.
Chairman Berg commented that the existing berm seems higher than 12 feet and asked Village
staff for exact data on this. Mr. Matthews reviewed the site topography on the plan and noted
that the highest point of the berm is 17 feet and it goes down to 14 feet closer to Tennaqua
Lane.
Chairman Berg commented that often a parking structure is straight forward, but he has issues
with this proposal. He stated that when the office building was built in 1984 the berm was added
for the purpose of shielding office to residential. And now, not only is there a 17-foot berm, there
are also 30-foot-tall evergreens along the entire portion. The petitioners are now proposing a
three-story parking garage close to the berm making the neighbors view a commercial structure.
He commented that the supplement of 10-foot trees will not shield the view.
Chairman Berg stated that he understands the petitioners do not want to remove existing trees,
but he thinks there may also be a lot of buckthorn and that a parking structure is much more
difficult to shield than a surface parking lot. He commented that this view is offensive for
neighbors.
Chairman Berg commented that there was no information provided by the petitioners on sound
amplification and possible noise generated by engines and key fobs in the garage and would
like this to be investigated. He stated that there was no information provided on lighting on the
garage that may be visible to neighbors. He commented that sight lines are a critical issue, and
this includes lighting at night which may be offensive.
Commissioner Bromberg asked the distance to the closest home. Mr. O’Malley replied that they
are about 100 feet away from the neighboring homes across the street. Commissioner
Bromberg recommended having detailed data on this for the Public Hearing.
Mr. O’Malley added that he does not expect that the building will be used at night time hours. He
expects typical office day time hours.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if the parking consultant can speak about sound and if a
parking garage is expected to be noisier than surface parking. Mr. Koch replied that the garage
will be an open structure with flat floors and neighbors may hear some car noise but nothing
unusually loud. He stated that there will be timers on lights and sensors for motion detection
after lights go off for the night. Lighting on top of the garage will be shielded.
Commissioner Jacoby asked how many offices are located in the building. Mr. O’Malley replied
that there is 100,000 square feet of built out leased office space. But utilization at Siemens is
quite low. Commissioner Jacoby suggested that a two-level parking structure may suffice for
their needs.
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Mr. O’Malley commented that their parking ratio is 2.85 spaces per 1000 square feet and they
would like to increase this to attract tenants.
Commissioner Silva suggested that they investigate going below grade for parking to lower the
structure height.
Chairman Berg asked about the height of the existing office building. Mr. Malensek replied that
the building is 32 feet from grade to the top of the parapet and that the majority of the parking
garage will be 25 feet tall. The stair towers will be about the same height as the building.
Commissioner Jacoby commented that she has issue with the height of the garage and the
lighting on the garage.
Commissioner Silva suggested that the petitioners shift the structure toward tollway instead of
closer to the neighbors.
Mr. Malensek showed an image with aerial sight lines scaled from the closest resident. He
showed sight lines from at grade and from the second story of a house. The image indicated
that the berm and trees currently screen the building and additional trees will be added for the
garage.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that Chairman Berg brings up good points and agrees
with his perspectives.
Chairman Berg stated that this design goes against the spirit of the original office building
project, which was to shield the office building from the community, and that ten-foot tall trees
will not do the job for another 30 years. He wants the petitioners to comply with how the building
was originally built and feels that the berm must be continued, and lighting and sound need to
be addressed as well.
Ms. Butler thanked the Commission for their comments.
Document Approval
There were no comments from the Commission on the minutes.
Comments from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by
Commissioner Jacoby to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 10:07 P.M. Said motion passed with
a unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll
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SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

Proposed Parking Garage at 1717 Deerfield Road
Background Information from 1984 Recommendation
on the Intent to Screen the Office Building at 1717
Deerfield Road from the Residential to the East
See Highlighted Sections
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Mayor Rosenthal and Village Trustees,
My name is Joel Lewis and I reside at 716 Constance Lane in Clavinia. I am a long-time resident of
Deerfield. I grew up in Briawood Vista, rented a home from Dave Wolfe for two years on Deerfield Road,
and purchased my current home in 2003. I mention this, as I take great pride in my lifelong affiliation with
the Village, as well as passing the torch to my son. We truly have a wonderful community.
Thankfully, I have never had the necessity to involve myself in board matters, but at this time I need to
call your attention to an item that will be on the March 22nd agenda.
Last Friday (3/9/18) I received a strange letter written in a memo style (copy attached). Instead of my
wife and my name at the head of the address, my real estate tax PIN was the header. The title said “You
are invited to attend a community meeting”. The meeting is supposed to be a discussion with the
purported property owner, Hudson Advisors, of the property located at 1717 Deerfield Road regarding a
development proposal to build a 3 story parking garage.
This property lies to the south of Deerfield Road and runs along the western boarder of the Clavinia SubDivision, just to the north of Tenaqua. Around fifteen houses run along their property line.
Obviously, I was extremely concerned with the prospect of the erection of a 3 story parking garage behind
my house. This is not only with respect to the potential decrease of my property value and quality of life,
but also the potential for additional expansion of the existing building. After all, why would a property
owner add 265 additional parking spaces (a 65% increase) without the desire to increase the footprint of
their building.
This prompted me to do a bit of an investigation. I started with the contact name at the bottom of the
letter, Mariah DiGrino. Ms. Digrino happens to be a partner specializing in real estate matters, specifically
land use and zoning, at DLA Piper, the second largest law firm in America. It struck me as odd that this
information was not included in the “Community Meeting” letter I received.
As such, I decided to investigate the purported owner, Hudson Advisors. This is where the story gets
troubling. Not just to my neighbors and me, but to the Village as a whole.
According to a June 9, 2015 article in Crains, this property was purchased by Lone Star Funds. A quick
check of the Lake County Assessor’s website shows a name of LSREF4 REBOUND LLC . If you search
this entity online, the phone number is answered by Lone Star Funds. The assessor’s website along with
the coded name (Lone Star refinance 4 rebound), also indicates their attorneys have been busy reducing
their property tax assessments.
The most important part of my research uncovered the owner of Lone Star Funds, private equity
billionaire John Grayken. Mr. Grayken is also the sole owner of Hudson Advisors. While the LLC owner
of this property most likely has a pool of investors, make no mistake who is in complete control of this
property, John Grayken.
Just who is John Grayken and why should the Village of Deerfield be concerned?
In the interest of complete transparency, John Grayken is loved…ONLY BY HIS INVESTORS!!!
I have attached an article about Mr. Grayken that ran in Forbes in March of 2016 entitled “The Billionaire

Banker in the Shadows”. The most telling detail about Mr. Grayken that should alarm every resident
and official in our Village is the fact that Mr. Grayken renounced his U.S. Citizenship in 1999 to avoid
taxes. In a time of massive political battles by those who wish to become U.S. Citizens, Mr. Grayken’s
desire to save money far surpassed his patriotism. This fact alone should raise suspicions by the Board.
But it gets far worse.
Mr. Grayken has left a wake of destruction in his path all over the globe. From Japan, to South Korea, to
Germany, to our own back yard in NY where the Attorney General is investigating him for taking
advantage of the sub-prime borrowers he profited from, no one is safe. John Grayken started by profiting
off of the misery created in the S&L crisis of the late 80’s/early 90’s and has managed to capitalize on
people’s suffering during the following decades. This is a man who has no intention of being a good
steward of an investment or adding to any community, unless you count his investors as a community.
I am begging you, my elected officials, to deny any permit to Hudson Advisors, Lone Star Funds or any
entity related to John Grayken. He is potentially one of the most unscrupulous individuals on the planet
whose sole intention is ruining the value of others to line his own pockets. Do not take my word for this.
Instead, please read the attached articles and the less than truthful letter his attorney sent to those
residing on the boarder of his property.
I would say that careful consideration is in order, that strict zoning considerations be adhered to, that
property value decreases should be considered, that impact studies be undertaken….basically what any
responsible government body would consider, but not in this case. Allowing any consideration to John
Grayken is a mistake for our Village. It is going to cause nothing but pain for all involved.
Respectfully,
Joel Lewis
Cell:312-953-3526
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PRACTITIONERS OF "DISTRESSED investing" are a special Wall Street breed:
bottom-fishers with steel constitutions and a penchant for rushing into fire sales.
Like short-sellers, they are often despised because they prey on the weak-companies and individuals who made bad bets or got in over their heads.
"Distressed investor" is a sanitized version of less flattering terms from bygone Wall
Street eras: vultures, grave dancers, robber barons.
View the full list of the 2016 billionaire rankings here.
Among the robber barons of the new millennium, few are as secretive--or as loathed
or as successful--as John Grayken of Lone Star Funds. The 59-year-old debuts on
the FORBES Billionaires list with a net worth of $6.3 billion, making him the
second-wealthiest private equity manager in the world, behind Blackstone's Stephen
Schwarzman. Lone Star has amassed assets of $64 billion, and since its inception in
1995 its 15 funds have logged average annual net returns of 20%, without a single
year in the red.
Schwarzman's Blackstone, which has assets of $336 billion, has comparable average
annual returns of 17%.
However, unlike Schwarzman, who employs a small army of professionals to help
him and his firm burnish their image through various benevolent causes, Grayken
appears to care little about getting good press. You won't find any libraries or
schools or hospitals with his name on them. He hasn't signed Warren Buffett's
Giving Pledge. And he's anything but a patriot: In an effort to avoid taxes, he
renounced his U.S. citizenship in 1999. You'll find him on our list as a citizen of
Ireland.
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Since the Great Recession Grayken has made a specialty of buying up distressed and
delinquent home mortgages from government agencies and banks worldwide. He's
also picked up a major payday lender, a Spanish home builder and an Irish hotel
chain. Regulators hassle him, and the homeowners whose mortgages he owns or
services despise his tactics. In fact, he has become accustomed to taking shots from
detractors and has been the subject of protests from New York to Berlin to Seoul.
Last year New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman reportedly opened an
investigation into Grayken's heavy-handed mortgage-servicing tactics, including
aggressive foreclosures, which have unleashed widespread outcries from
homeowners, housing advocates and trade unions.

"There are real questions about the human costs of Lone Star Funds' business
practices," says Elliott Mallen, a research analyst for Unite Here, a union
representing 270,000 hotel and industrial workers.
It's even doubtful Grayken, who refused to comment for this story, is well liked
within his own firm. According to pension fund documents, he is the sole owner of
Lone Star and its affiliated asset management firm, Hudson Advisors. Unlike other
major private equity firms, which generously share equity among partners, Grayken
has a tight grip on his firm's ownership. While his top employees have become multi
millionaire-rich, a number of key lieutenants have departed as Grayken has
apparently never valued anyone enough to offer significant ownership in his
operation.
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The one group that loves Grayken: pension fund managers, who consider him an
alpha god and who happily overlook his sins. "Over the decades John has had
phenomenal returns and executed a very disciplined investment strategy--he is in a
league of his own," says Nori Gerardo Lietz, a Harvard Business School professor
who ran one of the largest firms that advise pension funds on their private equity
investments. "Many of the other real estate and private equity players are really
jealous of John Grayken."
The Oregon Public Employees Retirement System has invested $2.2 billion in many
of Lone Star's funds. In 2013, for example, it committed $180 million in Lone Star
Fund VIII and has already posted annualized net returns of 29%. A $4.6 billion fund
Grayken raised in 2010 has returned 52% per year to Oregon pensioners.
With regulators all over the world forcing big banks to deleverage and retreat from
various risky businesses, hedge funds and private equity firms like Lone Star have
stepped in and are making a killing buying assets from banks on the cheap.
Distressed specialists like Grayken, Howard Marks of Oaktree Capital and Leon
Black of Apollo Group have become a new powerful class of "shadow" bankers.
Among them the most shadowy is John Grayken.
LAST YEAR THE BRITISH TABLOIDS wondered who had purchased one of the
U.K.'s most expensive homes in London's Chelsea district. The nine-bedroom, ninebathroom, 17,500-square-foot brick mansion with a glass elevator, basement pool,
cinema and Japanese water garden was purchased for $70 million by a Bermuda
company. Evidence of the mysterious buyer can be found in a Massachusetts state
court, where the home is listed as Grayken's address in a probate filing. Grayken is
also the owner of a 15-bedroom manor house on 20 acres outside of London that
was featured in The Omen, a 1976 horror film starring Gregory Peck. Corporate
records also show Grayken owning a massive Swiss estate overlooking Lake Geneva.

Full Coverage Of Money Masters Continues Here
Though Grayken's firm is headquartered in Dallas, he lives in London because he
can't spend much more than 120 days a year in the U.S. without having to pay the
U.S. taxman. People who know him say he likes to summer close to his family in
Cohasset, Mass., the Boston suburb where he was raised. In Cohasset, the small,
private White Head Island, which dances in the Atlantic Ocean, cut off from the
mainland by a small bridge, belongs to a Bermuda company controlled by Grayken,
which purchased it for $16.5 million in two transactions in 2004 and 2007.
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Grayken grew up in a less rarefied section of Cohasset, where he excelled at school
and on the ice rink. He studied economics at the University of Pennsylvania, where
he was a defenseman for the hockey team. In a nifty bit of foreshadowing, he broke
the team record for penalty minutes. After Penn he got his M.B.A. from Harvard
Business School in 1982 and then landed in investment banking at Morgan Stanley.
Grayken wanted to be a real estate developer and eventually found a job working for
Texas billionaire Robert Bass on an office-tower deal in Nashville. The project wasn't
a huge success, but the Tennessee experience cemented Grayken's relationship with
Bass and introduced him to his first wife, a Nashville native.
At the time the billionaire Bass brother (see sidebar, p. 58) had been successfully
investing his inherited fortune with the help of a talented group of future Wall Street
titans that included David Bonderman and Thomas Barrack. These were the days
after the junk-bond-fueled S&L crisis, when the government-sanctioned Resolution
Trust Corp. was liquidating hundreds of failed institutions.
In 1988 one of the largest, American Savings Bank of Stockton, Calif., caught the eye
of Bass, who bought the thrift and with the help of Barrack began selling its assets at
a big profit. At Bass's direction Grayken was dispatched to southern California to
join the team and work with Barrack at a Bass affiliate that would become Colony
Capital.
To follow the stock picks of the world's best billionaire investors, subscribe to
Forbes Billionaire's Portfolio.
Barrack and Grayken did not get along, say people who know both men. Next, Bass
put Grayken in charge of a $130 million partnership called Brazos (named after a
Texas river where the Bass family is based) that worked with the FDIC to purchase
1,300 "bad bank" assets. Grayken quickly flipped them, making tens of millions of
dollars in profits. Bass then backed Grayken in a bigger bad-loan fund, which
Grayken transformed into about $160 million in profits. Most of the benefits,
however, went to Bass.
When Grayken and Bass couldn't agree on how to share the profits for the next fund,
the duo parted ways in 1996. Grayken stayed in Dallas, raised some $400 million
and called his new operation Lone Star Funds. His specialty was buying non p
erforming mortgage loans, but he started to originate some mortgages and directly
purchase real estate. Starting with Canada, Grayken also ventured into international
markets.
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Early on he made several strategic decisions that would define his success and
differentiate him from competitors. Unlike Colony, Apollo and other opportunity
funds that grew out of the S&L crisis and expanded into other areas, Grayken stayed
focused on distressed assets linked to real estate, like delinquent mortgages. When
the U.S. economy was doing well, he would set his sights on countries where tough
times meant easier pickings. By 1998 Lone Star was in Japan, where ravaged banks
preferred selling troubled loans at sharp discounts privately, in order to save face,
rather than hold embarrassing public auctions for potentially higher prices. By the
end of the 1990s Grayken had moved into troubled European nations like Germany
and France.
Grayken also developed a reputation as a flipper. The life cycle of his funds is short-investment periods of about three years or less. The assets come in, are worked out
and sold. Buying and holding à la Buffett is for suckers, according to Grayken's
philosophy. At Lone Star there are no pretenses about longer-term investing or any
sentimental attachments to assets, even in cases where more profit can be squeezed
out over a few more months or years. Leaving meat on the bone for others is fine.
For Grayken the key part of any transaction has always been a cheap purchase price,
not any magic that happens afterward. Others can find ways to spruce up assets if
they like. "We do our profit on the buy" is how Lone Star's president, André Collin,
described the strategy in a February 2016 meeting. "We do some of the value-add
stuff from time to time if it's there and part of the plan, but if I have an opportunity
to sell and I get a good price for my investor, I sell."
Quick turnarounds work wonders in goosing the all-important internal rates of
returns on Lone Star's funds. Shorter holding periods mean more distributions to
investors, who reward Grayken by investing in his next fund. The fees Grayken
charges are rich. A typical Lone Star arrangement calls for a fee of between 0.6% and
1% of assets under management. Lone Star then keeps 50% of all profits once the
fund's return hits 8% and until it reaches 2 0%. Beyond 20% Lone Star reaps
between 20% and 25% of the profits.
"Grayken, to his credit, has a masterful way of simplifying the process of both buying
and selling assets," says David Hood, who helped found Lone Star and worked there
for six years. "He has always bought in volume to create liquidity when it wasn't
otherwise there, and he doesn't mince words. Just like a hockey player, he is ready to
take the gloves off."
One key aspect of Lone Star's superior returns: Grayken's Dallas-based asset
management and due diligence arm, Hudson Advisors. Teams at Hudson are
responsible for performing full financial analyses and reviews of investment
opportunities after Lone Star's managers have identified them. After a deal closes,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nathanvardi/2016/03/01/the-billionaire-banker-in-the-shadows/#61a522c04a84
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Hudson works out and services the loans. It also steps in with legal and accounting
help. Hudson now has 865 people, offices around the world and only one client:
Lone Star. In the subprime-mortgage business having good data on pools is critical
in pricing assets, so Hudson acts as Grayken's valuable database, giving Lone Star an
"edge." It's also a backdoor way for Grayken to personally extract extra profits from
Lone Star's hefty asset base. He owns 100% of it and charges Lone Star Funds an
average annual management fee of 0.55% of assets.
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WHILE PENSION MANAGERS eagerly await distribution checks from Grayken,
tenants and owners of the real estate he sets his sights on dread their new landlord.
After he bought the discounted mortgages of ten apartment buildings in the
Washington Heights section of Manhattan from Anglo Irish Bank following the
financial crisis, residents flew bedsheets out their windows that said, "Speculators
Beware." When Lone Star started doing deals in Japan, it was locally referred to as
part of the h agetaka, or bald hawks. In South Korea Lone Star is known as meoktwi,
eat-and-run capital. The German press called Lone Star "the Executioner from
Texas" after the firm bought a boatload of non performing loans that resulted in
homeowner foreclosure proceedings.
Things got hot enough in Germany that Grayken conducted a rare interview with a
German publication to explain his side of the story. "No matter where we are active,
we adhere to applicable laws," he said. "Lone Star has no interest to propel someone
into insolvency. We prefer when people meet their payment obligations. If not we
will take appropriate action." After the interview Grayken spent $775 million in 2012
to buy TLG Immobilien, an East German owner of 800 buildings held by the
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government. Within three years Grayken flipped the property for a profit. German
politicians argued that taxpayers had been "cheated."
Germany's disdain for Grayken is nothing compared with the reputation he has
forged in South Korea. In the aftermath of the late-1990s Asian financial crisis, Lone
Star bought a controlling share of Korea Exchange Bank (KEB) in 2003 for $1.8
billion. By 2007 Lone Star had received multiple offers for its KEB stake, one as high
as $6.4 billion. The deal produced outrage in Seoul, where the perception was that
the most painful parts of the Asian financial crisis were the fault of foreign interests.
There were legal and regulatory investigations into whether the stock prices of KEB
and a separate credit card operation were manipulated downward to enable their
discounted purchase. The Korean government blocked the sale, and Lone Star's man
in Korea, Paul Yoo, was convicted of manipulating the stock of the credit card unit
and sentenced to three years in jail. To make matters worse, another Lone Star e
mployee in Korea was caught embezzling $11 million from the private equity firm.
Grayken denied any wrongdoing and argued that the Korean government's actions
were arbitrary and discriminatory and ignored Lone Star's role in rescuing a big
bank. Remarkably, Grayken persevered in Korea and ultimately was able to sell his
KEB ownership to Hana Financial in 2012, booking a reported $4 billion profit.
This, of course, wasn't enough for Grayken, who is now pursuing arbitration to
recover billions more in profits he believes he would have gotten in the original deal.
And if you thought banks behaving badly in America were a thing of the past,
Grayken 's Texas mortgage company, Caliber Home Loans, has become infamous for
its tactics as a servicer of subprime loans, some dating back to before the financial
crisis. Caliber is one of the largest and fastest-growing mortgage companies in the
nation, managing more than 325,000 mortgages and worth some $70 billion. A
good number of Caliber's mortgages were purchased by Lone Star Funds at a deep
discount--70 cents on the dollar--during auctions held by wards of the state Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac and the Department of Housing & Urban Development.
In a stroke of brilliant financial maneuvering Lone Star bundled some of the
mortgages into bonds and sold them to investors, immediately booking large profits.
At the same time Caliber offered "temporary" loan modifications to distressed
borrowers that consisted of five-year interest-only payment plans but failed to offer
the homeowners any permanent relief through principal reduction. At the end of the
five years these loans would revert back to the original payment terms, with all the
deferred payments added in.
"Lone Star has bought these loans at a discount from the government--in effect, they
got principal reduction. But they are not passing this benefit on to homeowners or
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communities," says Lisa Donner, executive director of Americans for Financial
Reform.
Technically speaking, the federal government does not require Grayken's operation
to offer principal reduction, but there has been a roar of voices claiming that Lone
Star is abusing the situation. In February the National Housing Resource Center
released a survey of non profit housing counselors that showed Caliber was the
nation's lowest-rated big servicer and among those doing the "worst job of
complying with the servicing rules." A labor union is accusing Caliber of building a
new Countrywide Financial, given that its CEO and top executives are refugees from
that hotbed of housing-crisis instigators.
In September the New York Times reported that many of the delinquent mortgages
Loan Star bought have ended in foreclosure. Its editorial board went on to accuse
Lone Star of relying on the "foreclosure and resale of the homes to make money."
New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman reportedly opened an investigation.
Lone Star and Caliber declined to comment.
None of this has slowed Grayken, who has gobbled up $120 billion in assets since
the financial crisis, including Home Properties, an apartment REIT in Rochester,
N.Y., for $7.6 billion in October. His latest Lone Star fund is now raising $5 billion
trained on real estate in Europe, where banks are still rapidly deleveraging. Grayken
has personally invested $250 million in the fund, his 16th, adding to the $1.3 billion
he already has invested in Lone Star's other funds.
His pension clients, including the Employees' Retirement System of Rhode Island,
the New York State Teachers 'Retirement System and Dallas' Fire & Police Pension
System, have yet to make a peep about Grayken's sleazy subprime mortgage
operation. If they have any concern about their American-born Irish golden goose,
it's over Lone Star's succession and Grayken's health.
Over the years a parade of talented partners, almost anyone Grayken has ever
worked with closely, have left the firm because they either felt shortchanged
financially or had disagreements with Grayken. His long time number two, Ellis
Short, who helped found Lone Star, left in 2007. Short did well enough at Lone Star
to buy Sunderland, an English Premier League soccer team. The divorce case of
another former exec, Randy Work, revealed that he had accumulated a $225 million
fortune.
Still, their riches pale in comparison with those of Grayken, who rules with an iron
fist and has little tolerance for mistakes. "He felt in many cases that the people
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beneath him were inter changeable," says one former top Lone Star manager.
(Grayken has also had turnover in his personal life. He divorced his first wife shortly
after becoming a tax refugee, changed his mind, got her to take him back within a
month of the final divorce decree and then got redivorced six months after that. He
eventually married his secretary in London, and the couple have four children.)
Grayken recently flew to South Dakota to visit with a pension client and allay
succession fears. As a South Dakota Investment Council member recently put it, "I
am concerned about what happens when John passes away. It might just all end."
But until that happens, the pension funds are happy to deposit more retirement
money in the Irish billionaire's shadow bank. Shortly after the meeting, South
Dakota agreed to invest $300 million in Lone Star's newest investment fund.
Watch more:
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